### World Book Kids

Visually stunning resource with thousands of easy-to-read articles that can be read aloud with a pace suitable for the reader. Visual learners will benefit from an assortment of multimedia features.

#### World of Animals

Teach kids about hundreds of different animals while improving compare and contrast skills!

#### Activities

Range from hands-on activities, such as making your own musical instruments, to analytical exercises, such as mazes and treasure hunts!

#### Important People

Provides a simple search and browse interface for young users to locate biography articles. The feature includes several thousand biographies on historical figures, popular culture figures, and other people of interest.

#### Science Projects

Features science projects and experiments of varying degrees of duration and complexity in eight broad categories, including Machines, Matter, and Energy.
THE WORLD BOOK DIFFERENCE

500,000 GAMES played each month

28% INCREASE in usage in 2019

100 ARTICLES read aloud each minute

OVER 126 MILLION VISITS LAST YEAR

Practical Uses

**RESEARCH**

Want students to learn how to find a good research topic? Send them to Important People, where they can browse by subject, gender, and more!

**GEOGRAPHY**

In Compare Places, kids can choose two different places around the world and compare facts, size, population, etc. This is a great tool for teaching geography!

**SCIENCE**

Struggling to find interactive ways for kids to learn STEM? Science Projects is filled with easy and fun activities where kids can learn how to form hypotheses and conclusions as well!